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SGA withdraws ACGFA election support in protest
by Kim VanWart
bv
atalf raportar

The Student Government Association has withdrawn its aid in the election of the four at-large members of
the Advisory Committee on General
Fee Allocation in protest of the way
that committee has been revamped.
"Rather than throw stones at this
time, we (SGA) are going to get out,
sit back and observe," said SGA
President Dana Kortokrax at an SGA
meeting last night.
"That way, after the evaluations

are done the results
result-; will nnt
<.wn be
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i... Senate
<• . and
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not he
be nnr
our will
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Faculty
fault. We won't feel anything if there a staff member by the provost.
is failure, or anything if there is sucThe change was a reaction to an allcess."
white, all-male ACGFA of last year.
Two senators were opposed to the
UNDER A PROPOSAL of Provost
Anderson-Bromfield
and Executive Vice President resolution.
Michael R. Ferrari for ACGFA this Senator Everett Gallagher expressed
summer, four undergraduates and concern for SGA's purpose of student
one graduate will be elected to the representation.
committee in a November cam"WE SHOULD run the election," he
pus wide election.
said. "If it turns out bad, that's the
Eight student members to the com- way the chips fall. I think it is in our
mittee will be chosen by various cam- best interest to serve the student
pus organizations. A faculty member body."

_.»_...,
_ ..
_ .
But SGA Vice President Brian
Hearing noted, "It is not a student affair to get into University politics.
He said the change recognizes
organizations over students.
"We are against the fact that, the
way it is set up now, people who will
be receiving money have representatives on the board," he said.
A TIME element also is involved, he
noted. The Elections and Opinions
Board of SGA has not been selected
yet, and "if the resolution did not
pass, we would have to pick up things
pretty fast," he said.

Column
one.

In other business, a resolution was
passed to establish an ad hoc committee to investigate Health Center
budget cuts in 1976, which resulted in
the stopping of in-patient care services by the center.
Founder's Senator Margie Potapchuk cited services and improvements needed in the center.
Among these were a change from
primary to intermediate care, or inpatient service; a mandatory health
record for all students; a cold clinic; a
mandatory health fee; and a 24-hour
transportation service.

A resolution to establish four 1980-81
senatorial subcommittees also was
passed. A senator will serve as the
chairman on each, with an executive
member also present
A temporary rules and regulations
ad hoc committee was approved to
establish SGA rules.
There was discussion of having
stickers printed with the number of
Dial-a-Ride and the Gripevine on
them.
continued on page 6

Illinois road closes
for snake crossing
WOLF LAKE, ILL (AP) - It's
that time of the year again when Southern Illinoisans
traveling in the LaRue Pine Hill
Ecological Area have to detour
because Lower Pine Road is
closed for snake crossing.
Snakes?
That's right, says Shawnee
National Forest Ranger Joe
Newcomb - poisonous snakes,
several varieties.
The road closing is a twice-ayear event in the scenic area of
southwestern Illinois along the
backwaters of the Mississippi
River, he said. Rangers close
the road for three weeks in April
to allow the reptiles to slither
down from the walls of a 500-foot
bluff to the adjacent swamps.
The road is closed again in October as the snakes begin their
migration for a winter hibernation in the bluffs.
Rangers will close the road
tomorrow and expect a peak of
12 to 25 snakes a day to cross the
two-mile stretch of road. Cool
weather already has driven
some early migrants back to the
hills, but Newcomb expects the
peak from Oct. 15 to 25.

Inside
News
Richard Reeves, national
editor of Esquire magazine,
said last night that the next
three weeks will determine who
the next President of the United
States will be. Page 3.
Ann Russell of Milan, a
member of the Firelands College Board, joins the University
Board of Trustees as its newest
member. Page 4.

Sports
BG middle guard Craig
Valentine is featured.
Page 10.

Weather
Sunny. High 64F (17C), low
45F (7C), near zero-percent
chance of precipitation.

Independent candidate for the presidency John Anderson vowed yesterday during a
noon rally in Columbus that he will stay in the race until the end on Nov. 4. During the rally and the press conference that followed, Anderson touched upon such topics as Ohio's

staff photo by Dale Omori
importance In the presidential race, the Equal Rights Amendment, and international
leadership.

Determined Anderson to remain in race
by Paul O'Donnell
and Keith Jameson

COLUMBUS - If a noon rally at a downtown plaza and a
subsequent news conference yesterday is any indication, independent presidential candidate John Anderson will fight
down to the wire in his quest for the presidency.
"I will be in the race, God willing," he said at the news
conference. "As long as there is breath in my body, I'm going to be in the race until Nov. 4."
Anderson'-! Ohio campaign picked up steam parlier this
week whet The \kron Beamn Journal released a poll showing Andp'^m gaining thre«
percentage points on
President Carter and Ronald Reagan.
Anderson told the more than 2.U00 people at the rally his
campaign is "on the up escalator."
"I THINK OHIO is one of those states, very frankly, still
up for grabs in 1980," he said, adding that the tactics of both
major party candidates have alienated many voters.
"But in Ohio, like nationally, we're coming from behind,"
the Illinois congressman said.
While Carter and Reagan both are receiving financial support from their political parties, Anderson has found himself
scraping for ways to fund his campaign advertising.
But the Anderson camp has devised a new method to combat its shortage of funds.
"We are addressing appeals to people who have already
given to the campaign," Anderson, 58, said.
FEDERAL LAW mandates that citizens limit campaign

contributions to $100, but Anderson is asking for funds exceeding the limit on the premise that it is a personal loan to
be paid back after the election.
About 200,000 people already have contributed to his campaign, Anderson said, and he hopes to raise an additional $2
million before Nov. 4.
I/sans from banks that Anderson attempted to secure
earlier still are under negotiations, he added.
But there has been speculation that Anderson will
withdraw his presidential bid if he does not gain enough support in the polls.
"I DID NOT fight that long fight... to pull the rug from
under the people who passed around petitions to get me on
the ballots in those (50) states," he aaid.
During the 29-minute rally, Anderson dispelled beliefs
that "a vote for Anderson is a vote for Reagan.
"A vote for John Anderson is a vote for the Equal Rights
Amendment. A vote for John Anderson is a vote for a strong
economy. A vote for John Anderson is a vote for the end of
the tinker-toy economics of Jimmy Carter. A vote for John
Anderson is a vote against the draft. A vote for John Anderson is a vote against the MX missiles that both Jimmy
Carter and Ronald Reagan seem to want. And a vote for
John Anderson is a vote for realism in American politics,"
he told a sometime-cheering crowd.
On other issues, Anderson took the following stands:
• international leadership through foreign assistance "We should not sacrifice that commitment on the altar of
election-year politics."

• defense and militarism - 'I think Mr. Carter and Mr.
Reagan, for all their posturing, are birds of a feather. The
time has come to end the mindless quest for military
superiority as a cure for the problems of the world."
• black unemployment - "In my travels, if there's one
central issue that concerns black voters it's the issue of
jobs." He said his platform gives high priority to reducing
unemployment.
• health care - "I do not advocate a national health care
plan, but I do believe we should extend health care to those
who need it" by expanding consumer choice.
• campaign shortsightedness - "There is no realism, no
vision of America in the future. The parties have fallen
asleep in their responsibilities to the nation, but the people
haven't fallen asleep."
• voter alienation - "American voters are, I'm convinced,
looking for answers to problems which have plagued our
country for years. In large part, it is the responsibility of
the two major parties when they selected their nominees
that turned off the voters. Millions of Americans may stay
home in one month." Anderson also made reference to
Reagan's "backward views" and Carter's "tawdry
(campaign) tactics" as reasons for the alienation.
• world prestige - "Jimmy Carter, despite his bold
rhetoric, has been content to let us slide further behind in
our global responsibility."
Anderson said. "The way we deal with these issues will
determine what our 21st century is like."

Greater financial need depletes assistance funds
by Diana Rado
atalf raportar

About 900 students were forced to
seek other means of financial
assistance this year when the University exhausted all funds available in
three campus-based aid programs.
For the first time in University
history, all money allocated by the
federal government for National
Direct Student Loans, Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants and
College Work-Study programs was
awarded, and late applicants had to
be denied. Beryl Smith, University
director of financial aid and student
employment, said.

In the past, all funds available in
one or two of the programs may have
been exhausted, but money in all
three programs never had been completely used. Smith added.
He said the condition of the nation's
economy has prompted a greater need
for financial aid.

"MORE STUDENTS applied this
year than ever before, and more
students' parents are more aware of
the availability of financial aid,"
Smith said.
But what also could have contributed to exhaustion of funds was
that the federal government reduced

the allocation of money to the University this year for the three programs,
Smith said.
Last year, $2.4 million was allotted
for the NDSL, SEOG and CWS programs, while only $2.2 million was
allocated this year.
Joyce Dunagan, associate director
of the National Association of Financial Aid, said the allocation process
for federally assisted financial aid
programs at state institutions was
changed about two years ago.

explained, because the people
employed to evaluate an institution's
need for funds may have been biased.
The new process is objective, and
"it attempts to put money into institutions where the neediest students
are," Dunagan said.
SHE ADDED that the process has
been a source of controversy among
institutions because some school
allocations have been reduced, while
others have increased.
"Some schools were not getting
their fair share before, but we (the
"IT WAS FELT that the earlier fun- University) always had as much
ding process was not fair," she said. money as was needed," Smith said.
The old process was subjective, she
Last year, $200,000 in funds

allocated for the NDSL and CWS programs was not used because there
were not enough eligible applicants.
If the demand for funds had been
the same as last year, there would
have been enough money for the late
applicants, Smith said.

not say exactly how many students
received aid this year. He admitted,
however, that the number will be less
than last year. Smith said he
discovered in late July that all the
funds had been used, and prompted
late applicants to apply for the Ohio
Instructional Grant, the Basic EducaWfc WERE awarding up until spr- tional Opportunity Grant and bank
ing quarter last year, and the late ap- loans.
plicants were always considered," he
added.
"I DON'T know that any of them
Last year, 2,393 students were (the denied applicants) did not come
granted aid through the three pro- to school because of being denied aid,
grams.
but I will be checking later this year to
Because of changes that may occur see what the situation really meant,"
during the year, Smith said he could Smith said.
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That normal reaction to our world known as cynicism
Being a journalism student at this
institution can be a real pain,
especially if you have friends like
mine.
Their names are Santo, Angelo and
Howard, and they never pass up an
opportunity to jump on my back about
what they think is an easy major. (No,
journalism students don't take only
100 and 200 level courses).
Looking back and knowing what I do
about them, it was foolhardy for me to
meet them in the Union for lunch last
week while wearing my "Journalists
do it daily" T-shirt. This week's grief,
however, took a serious turn and
centered on my cynicism, an attitude
I think is representative of many people.
"Hey, Jameson. We were just talk-

Focus
Keith Jameson
editorial editor

ing about that editorial in the News today," Santo started. I felt the sharks
circling.
"REALLY? What did ya think?" I
asked.
"It certainly was clear and to the
point," Angelo continued, "but don't
you think it was a tad bit on the
cynical side. I mean, it seems
everything you journalists do involves
cynicism."

Howard just sat their staring out the
window at the classes changing. "Sam
Hill, did you see that blonde. My
Gawd."
"Why shouldn't we be cynical?
After all, you have to admit there are
a lot of idiotic things going on out in
the world to just sit back and think
everything is okey-dokey," I said.
"BUT DON'T you believe in
mankind's basic good, that he is
capable of doing good and that the
asses are in the minority," Santo
countered. That remark took me off
guard because Santo is not known for
being philosophical.
"If you want to use the overworked
cliche of the 'Me Generation,' then
yes, I do think it's like that."
"Cripes, look at that one, will ya,"

Howard shouted as he almost fell off
his seat.
"That's a pretty narrow view of people and life," Angelo said.
"TRUE, BUT it's the way I feel, I
said. "Look at it this way, how would
you feel if for the last three years you
had to professionally report and
observe man at his worst. You had to
do the stories on hazing, the act of
varying brutality in the name of
brotherhood; the public and governmental officials who lied and cheated,
like the congressman who was convicted by his peers of accepting bribes
and then said it was wrong to kick his
ass out of Congress; and the average
person on the street, like those in
Cleveland who witnessed a sexual
assualt on a woman in the middle of

the day and who still did nothing to
stop it."
Both Santo and Angelo got real
quiet. Then Santo spoke up: "It just
seems such a shame to have that
outlook, to become callous and unfeeling about the world."
"Holey Moley, I love her - that
brunette over there," Howard yelled.
"You think I enjoy being suspicious
about everyone and everything I come
across." I quarried. "Those examples I gave are isolated cases.
There's so much more that you
wouldn't be able to catalogue it all.
"Cynicism is the way I protect
myself from the harsh realities I
come against professionally and personally. It's nothing to be proud of."
"I NORMALLY don't like redheads.

but I do like that one," Howard cried.
"And that's the shame of the whole
deal," I said "With each bit of bad
news, with each ounce of cynicism we
all are pulled down a little more.
"God I don't like the idea of the
bastards being the majority, but I only hope someone is out there who is
not so self-centered and who may help
a little."
"Maybe cynicism is a natural reaction to our type of world, but I still
wish it wasn't around just the same,"
Santo said.
The talk ended there with the cynic
winning, 1-0. It was poetically puncuated by Howard expressing some
lascivious thought about another
blonde who had just walked by.

Opinion
University succeeds
in attracting 'quality'

maQtinMW ©neptfamorBgue-

With predictions of decreasing enrollments being
"not-so-good" news for many college and university
administrators across the state, the University's move in
recent years to attract higher caliber students has proved
to be successful - and a smart move.
But the University has gotten a head start in this inevitable recruitment race through academic promotion,
which identifies a larger number of quality high school
students that are interested in programs the University offers.
The result is a higher composite score on the ACT for
entering freshmen.
With recruiting efforts focused on attracting a higher
quality student body this can only impress many prospective students, their parents as well as alumni.
And in the "tough" years that this and other universities
likely will face in the near future, this impression being
made now will go a long way in helping the University promote itself.

Qprf says he's fighting holy
war to stay uncommited
WASHINGTON - God is really getting a workout during this election
year. There was a time when the TV
preachers devoted their programs to
telling us how angry God was with the
way we were behaving in our private
lives, which of course is their
business.
But now we're being told that God
has a vested interest in who we put in
public office, and some fundamentalist sects knows as the "Moral Majority" are spending loads of money to
defeat anybody whose voting record
doesn't go along with their interpretation of the Bible.
They are calling for a holy war
against those who are for the ERA,
abortion, school busing and against
the B-l bomber.
I always thought the nice thing
about God was that he stayed out of
American politics.
But after watching the TV shows for
the past few weeks, I was beginning to
wonder.
So when I spoke to God the other
night I asked, "Who are you going to
vote for this year?"
God seemed very angry. "I never
take sides in an American election."
"But there are a lot of people down
here who say you want Reagan."
"That's ridiculous. I hardly know
the man, though I have seen his
movies."
"What scares me," God said, "is
that these TV ministers are not only

Focus

The pope is in Rome and I air. on the pill'

Art Buchwald
syndicated columnist

telling the American people whom I
support but they're raising all their
money in my name. They keep warning the viewing audience that if they
don't send in their checks, I'm going
to be very upset. I don't deal in money
- never have and never will. But
they're telling those poor souls out
there that if they don't come up with a
contribution they won't have salvation. I'd appreciate it if you would put
the word out that anyone is free to
send in any amount of money to a TV
minister, but their money isn't buying
a place in heaven. It's buying
limousines and private airplanes and
$500 suits for the people who are making the pitches."
" I wish you could somehow get the
message over that you aren't for or
against anyone running in our elections this year. It would certainly
clear the air for all of us."
"I can't do it. I believe in the
separation of church and state. I've
stayed out of American politics since
1776 and that's why you people are
still around.
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BOSTON-It is almost a year since
Pope John Paul II began his visit here
with renewed hope and closed it with
old warnings.
It is almost a year now since this
charming man played kindly Polish
politician for the overture, and stern
traditional Father for the finale.
It is almost a year since he told
American Catholics again that birth
control was evil.
What has happened in these 12 months? Did American Catholics throw
away their contaceptives? Did
husbands and wives turn away from
each other in the middle of the night,
fearful that pleasure without procreation was a sin? Hardly.
Perhaps the pope hammered a
wedge of guilt between some loving
bodies. But most shook their heads
and continued living at an emotional
distance from their Church, picking
and choosing from its teachings for
their lives. As one woman said to me
last October, "The pope is in Rome
and I am on the pill."
Now, 12 months later, the American
bishops are trying again to bridge this
gap. In a delicate speech of loyal dissent, Archbishop John Quinn of San
Francisco told the Vatican this week
that "a very large number of men and

1^**
Residence Life rules
hard to live with
I feel the Residence Life policy concerning parties and alcohol is a
mockery of our mentality.
Policy says you can not have over
one case of beer in your room unless it
is registered. I feel this is too general.
Some people drink three beers and are
drunk. Others can drink a case and
not be seriously affected. So why not
go all the way and go by weight per
person? Such as if two roommates
weigh 200-250 combined, they can
have a six pack; 250-300, one-half a
case; 300-400, three six packs; and
over 400 lbs., a case. But then some
small people can drink a lot and still
be in control of their actions and
behavior, while many heavier individuals can only consume small
amounts. So now we must add drink-

women of goodwill do not accept the
teaching on the intrinsic evil of each
and every use of contraceptives."
He was understating it. In this country, a full 76.5 percent of Catholic
women are using birth control and
almost all of them are using a form
condemned by the pope.
The Bishop said that the "impasse
on this moral teaching...is harmful to
the Church." Moreover, he mentioned
reality: "We cannot credibly treat the
problem of contaception without clear
and honest recognition of the grave
demographic problem of our times."
There is a tendency to ignore this
argument, as if two ancient enemies
were still carrying on an endless
debate in exile. But it isn't irrelevant
when we think about the power of the
Church in the bulging Third World or
when we think about our own fate.
The profound controversy is about
the future and about our past, our

behavior and our psyche. It is about
birth control versus sex control.
The dominant attitude of the
Catholic Church, which was, after all,
the Christina Church throughout the
Middle Ages, was that sexual love was
evil. Even inside marriage.
There are examples sprinkled
through Church history of theologians
excommunicated for preaching that
mariage was virtuous as virginity.
There were theologians who believed
it would be better for the human race
to die out than to continue reproducing
through sin.
Repression, then, was the original
birth control advocated by the
Church. That is not too surprising: It
was, for one thing, the only reliable
method.
Curiously enough, it was the Protestants, including the muchmaligned Puritans, who were the first
sexual liberators. Scientists were the
second.
Even today, it is not hard to read the
anxiety of the celibate male Catholic
hierarchy. There is the fear that when
pregnancy is under control, sex is out
of control: the belief that it is sex, the
powerful human urge, that should be
contained, not its "natural consequence."

ing experience and tolerance. Etc,
Etc....
If I want, say 10 cases of beer in my
room, and invite 10 people over to
drink it, as long as we do not destroy
anything and stay in the room, I say
"why not?"

You might say drinking that much I
Not all, but many of the drinking
would be sure to destroy something in policies are too much like living under
the room. But what about people who strict parents.
go uptown, get loaded, walk home
I say, "Freedom in the dorm
through traffic and then come back to room."
the dorm. They are just as likely to
Steve FuschettJ
deface property in the dorm.
917 Offenhauer West

Focus
Ellen Goodman
syndicated columnist

In industrialized countries, only two
or three generations have been able to
experience their sexuality with less
fear of pregnancy. These new
freedoms also bring choices and
sometimes anxieties. We've had to
find our way through new realities,
struggling for a new set of values. living with "freedom," we have had to
create our own limits.
But we are not going back, because
we do not want to go back. The question is whether our choices will be
shared with the poor, over-populated
countries where each new child may
mean less food for the existing
children-where new life can really
mean marginal life, even starvation.
The Vatican surely believes it is
favoring morality over secular
"reality." The Pope votes for
"self-control" and against birth control.
The American bishops have asked
the Vatican to listen, just to listen, to
the opinions of men in the Church. But
the Church must also open its ears to
the oldest longings of people to both
free their sexual feelings and control
their lives.
(c) 1980, The Boston Globe Newspaper
Co. Washington Post Writers Group
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Next three weeks crucial
to election, Reeves says
by Gary Benz
•tail reporter

If Richard Reeves is right, you can throw out the events of the last four years,
because the Nov. 4 presidential election will be decided in the next three weeks.
Reeves, a former political correspondent for the New York Times and national editor of Esquire magazine, told about 90 people in the Grand Ballroom
last night that "the events of the next three weeks, whether it be a terrible gaffe
by brother (Ronald) Reagan or a foreign policy blunder by Jimmy Carter, will
determine who will be the next president."
Reeves said the reason for this is because television plays such an important
role in presidential elections.
"I'm not saying that television makes a president, but if you want to reach
the American people, television is the stage in which they gather."
REEVES SAID that since the invention of television some 40 years ago,
politics has taken on a new meaning, it affects the way Americans perceive
politics.
"Television raised the costs of politics, it can tum small events into national
events," he said.
Although much of his lecture was centered on the importance of television in
politics, Reeves started out his talk by stating he had nothing nice to say about
any of the candidates.
On Ronald Reagan: Reagan is avoiding the press and anyone else before
whom he might make a fool of himself in front of.
"People have trouble taking Ronald Reagan seriously, that may be to his advantage..In the morning, he makes a proposal, after lunch, he says he didn't
say it. During lunch someone tells him that what he's advocating is against the
law."
ON JIMMY CARTER: "Carter is a mean, cynical, ruthless son of a bitch.
That book, "Being There" is really about Jimmy Carter. The book is based on
a character who goes from an illiterate to President of the United States. The
reason is because no one knows him. Carter was an unknown and people still
haven't found out that much about him."
On John Anderson: "I kind of slighted Anderson, but the American people
are going to slight him too. It's very hard to crack the American two-party
system. Anderson was not able to do it, he failed totally."
Though he said he was cynical toward all the candidates, Reeves said he does
see some good coming out of the elections.
"This is a great time to get into politics. There is going to be a change coming
in this country" because people will become more involved in politics, he said.

Richard Reeves
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Briefs.

Women for Women to meet
Women for Women will meet today at 7 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge, Union.
A new consciousness-raising group will meet afterwards. It is public.

Volunteers in Progress meeting
Volunteers in Progress will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in the State Room,
Union. It is public.

Mortar Board meeting
Mortar Board members will meet Sunday at 10 p.m. in the Offenhauer
Towers Lounge.

Scholarship to honor late prof
A scholarship has been established to honor the late Dr. Milford Lougheed,
professor emeritus in the department of Geology at the University. The recipient will be selected by the Geology faculty from the rising junior class on
the basis of outstanding scholarly achievement. The award will be for (300 to
be applied to tuition and fees. Donations can be made in the name of Dr.
Lougheed through the Geology Fund, Bowling Green State University Foundation.

La Raza de Unida to make
Mexican-American film

La Raza de Unida, a Wood County Ohio Arts Council and the Ohio Prosocial service agency, has received an gram in Humanities awarded the
$8,000 grant to produce a film about grant to La Raza.
Mexican-American cultural activities
"The $8,000 limit is really stretching
in Ohio.
it," De Leon said. "But by working
Margarita De Leon, project coor- with the University's cultural departdinator for the film, said, "La Raza ment and Channel 57, we should be
has done many things to help people able to make it."
materially, but nothing has ever been
Dr. Rolando Andrade, assistant prodone to document the cultural fessor of ethnic studies, and Lincoln
heritage of Mexican -Americans."
Paine, director of public and cultural
De Leon said the film will consist of affairs for WBGU-TV, will help direct
various Mexican-American celebra- the film.
tions of unique religious festivals and
Filming began in September and
the Mexican independence day. It should be concluded by June. Once
also will focus on Mexican artists, completed, the film will be shown
particularly muralists.
throughout Ohio in high schools and on
La Raza received the grant to public television stations. Except for
create more understanding among the grant. La Raza will not receive
Ohioans of the cultural heritage of monetary rewards from the film , De
Mexican-Americans, she said. The Leon said.
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Find it at Finders! !

9l° COUPON

On Any Regularly Priced ALBUMS,
, E. Wooster/Campusl Prerecorded TAPES, or CUSTOM T-SHIRTS
This Cou
jHarshman1
D°n is Good for $1 Off Each Item
p
iMoin St./DowntownJ
er Purchase!

If you need a design imprinted
or transferred, come on in or
arrange an appointment with
one of our representatives.
We'll guarantee quality and
give you quick courteous service!
We also carry trophies & plaques!!1

Election Day Work
458 Park Ave. W.
Mansfield, Ohio 44906

October 9, 1960 Trw BO Newt 3

Free 440 E. Court 352-1596 Free

NOW OPEN TILL 3 a.m.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday

1
1

J

|

Buy 1 LP -- Save $1. Buy 5 LP's -- Save $5. etc.
MOST LP's only $4.98! Many Other Chart LP's Only $5.99!

i
i

!

Good Thru Oct. 18, 1980J

KEEP YOUR
GRANDCHILDREN
ENTERTAINED FOR
HOURS
Have your senior picture taken for the
1981 KEY. Call 372-0086 for appointments.
Pictures being taken Oct. 13 to Nov. 7.
So give your grandkids something to
laugh about. Have your senior picture
taken today!
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Firelands board member is new University trustee
by Kathryn Coil
stall reporter

The University Board of Trustees only was comprised
of businessmen and professionals until housewife Ann
Russell came on the board.
Russell was named to the board by Gov. James A.
Rhodes last week to complete John Lipaj's term, which
runs through May 16,1982. Lipaj resigned at last Thursday's board meeting.
"I had an inkling that it (the offer to serve) might
come," Russell said.
She said she realized after being asked to serve that being a board member would mean an occasional night
away from her Milan home, so she held a family con-

ference at dinner to discuss the appointment.
"We talked it over and the family said 'go ahead,'" she
added.
"I LOVE our home. I am first and foremost a
housewife and mother. They (her family) come before
any meeting or organization," Russell, a mother of two,
said.
Her appointment is one of many she has received in
connection with the University and its Firelands branch.
Her commitment to Firelands began with its initial
fund-raising drive about 12 years ago. Both she and her
husband were supportive of the drive, which raised $1
million in Milan for the branch.
Later she became involved with the Firelands Friends
of the Library. In 1974 she was appointed to the Firelands

College Board to represent Erie County. She was reappointed in 1979 for another four-year term ending in 1983.
RUSSELL SAID she has not decided if she will resign
from her Firelands post.
"I don't think there is any conflict (between the two appointments), but I don't want to strap myself so thin that
I wouldn't be doing a good job," she said.
"I feel good about it (the appointment to the board),"
she said. "I'm glad that there is a representative from
the Firelands area."
Russell will not be representing Firelands officially.
But she said, "Sure, I'll keep an eye out and will be supportive of the (Firelands) board."
BEING A member of the board will be a new experience for Russell.

"I have never done anything like this before. I think it
is going to be a whole new world for me," she said.
At Firelands, the board functions only as an advising
body, she explained, but here it is a different matter.
"I hope to contribute as much as I learn," she said.
Along with her two board positions, Russell is involved
with the boards of the American Cancer Society and the
Erie County Cancer Society.
As her children have grown, Russell has been involved
with organizations relating to the children. She is involved with the Erie Shores Girl Scouts and the PEO
Sisterhood, which she said is a philanthropic educational
organization that supports a college in Missouri.
"You are setting an example for your children so they
can do the same for their children," Russell said.
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"»"*«»■'■"] a# WE INVITE
YOU TO A
1 FREE POP

Congratulations Rado-you're totally 2
<iOtf»0»»*»tfO»»i

-&*&^-cca

with the purchase of any small pizza
Ask For It When Ordering

pggatftA
352-5166

COFFEEHOUSE

Featuring Bob Miller

ONE COUPON PE8 PIZZA

EXPIRES OCTOBER

A New Aroma
In Town
In The
Morning

13,

;:*:;.■

Side Door, Union
8:00 p.m. Thur. 81 Fri.

I

1980.

Good Music for Good folks

Roytogers* Is NOW

SERVING BREAKFAST
INTRODUCING

EARLY RIDER E-Z BREAKFASTS
FEATURING
■'■•*'

I HOMEMADE E-Z BISQUITS
E-Z Hot'n Buttered Bisquit
E-Z Cheese'n Bisquit
E-Z Egg'n Bisquit
E-Z Ham'n Bisquit
E-Z Bacon'n Bisquit
E-Z Sausage'n Bisquit
'. (Available in Combinalion)
Served 7am-11am
Drive Thru or Dine In
E. Woosler St., Bowling Green

If You're An Early Rider...
Drive Thru Or Come In For
Roy Roger's E-Z Bisquits - They're E-Z
On The Pocketbook!

*z*

You Buy The Breakfast...

We'll Buy The Beverage! I

FAMILY
RESTAURANT

iC
ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

1-800-438-8039

I AIH\

LOSE WEIGHT
PERMANENTLY

1

i.iv (.i i HIS, M ,

I Will N Kl si M NWIs

FREE regular beverage with this coupon and
Purpose °' any E-Z Bisquit Breakfast
purchased during our breakfast hour.

,he

ItKU HypiMMtal

B.Q. Weight
Smoking
Control
3524777

1

Offer Expiroi
10/15/80

This Location Only: E. Wooster St., Bowling Green. O
Each coupon requires a separate pun hase.

■■■
■

Dorsey Drug PhOtO Center

Rim
Hash
Cameras

«

TAKE
UBLE
YOUR
SHOTS
CHOICE

119

An extra set of prints from your
color film at time of developing

20 Exposure
24 Exposure
only 35nHn li9h,,y hi9h

*

"

Dorsey's Drugs
111 Railroad St.
Bowling Green, Ohio

OPENS OCTOBER 10TH
AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

"By the tracks"

SINGLE
SHOTS

Single prints only from your
color film at time of developing

3.19
4.79

12 Exposure

li
i Add 35* for 400 ASA film
"" ■*" h" m "°
i Double shots available from 126.110.135 standard films only

*

I
I
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Elsewhere
U.S. to aid nations that feel threatened

Mideast war threatens to involve nearby countries
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - Iraq and
Iran waged ground and air battles
yesterday, and North Yemen was
reported to have joined Jordan in support of Iraq in the war that threatened
to involve more nations the longer it
lasts.

States to offer help to Persian Gulf nations that feel threatened. Syria and
the Soviet Union signed a cooperation
treaty thought to contain military provisions in what appeared an effort by
both countries to shore up their influence in the troubled Middle East.
The prospect of a long and
Israel said it "cannot remain
spreading war prompted the United passive" in the face of growing Jorda-

nian involvement in the war and Saudi foreign intervention. British Foreign
Arabia was said to be increasing Secretary Lord Carrington told the
security measures at oil installations House of Lords that "the longer the
in case the war spreads.
situation continues the more
dangerous the whole area will
CROWN PRINCE Sheik Saad al- become."
Abdallah al-Sabah, prime minister of
In Tehran, militants holding the 52
Kuwait, called on Kuwait's warring American hostages, now in their 340th
neighbors to stop the war and prevent day of captivity, said the Americans

were "all right" and the Iranian
Parliament was still studying the
hostage issue.
Tehran Radio announced that an interim gasoline rationing plan would
start Thursday pending preparation of
special ration coupons. The radio said
private cars would be allowed 30
liters, 7.8 gallons, of gasoline a month.

The oil production facilities of both
counties have been damaged in the
war.
THE RADIO also said an Iranian
jumbo jet arriving from Paris with 487
Iranian passengers was diverted to
another airport because of an air raid
alert at Tehran airport. The radio said
the plane landed safely.

Day in review.
Cleveland signs plan to get out of debt

off other debts, including $20 million it borrowed from the state of Ohio under its disease by adding a new gene to the living cells of two patients, university officials said yesterday.
fiscal emergency plan.
CLEVELAND - Cleveland City Council gave final approval to a carefully The city had until today to approve the plan in order to get an attractive 8 7/8 The historic and controversial procedure was carried out in Israel and Italy
by Dr. Martin J. Cline. It was met with official concern that he was moving too
negotiated agreement between the administration and eight banks that is ex- percent interest rate on the loans.
quickly from the animal experiments that won scientific praise last April.
pected to lift the city out of financial default by Nov. 18.
The results of the procedure were reportedly inconclusive. After three monThe council, which on Monday approved an amendment to the plan proposed
ths there was no indication the new genes, inserted into defective cells of the paby council President George L. Forbes, held a special session yesterday to vote
Gene implant gets first use on humans
tients' bone marrow, were producing normal blood cells.
on IS pieces of legislation that made up the plan.
The $36.2 million package will refinance $10.5 million of the $14 million in LOS ANGELES - Genetic engineering was used on humans for the first time, Both patients were reported alive and doing well, although the treatment apnotes the city defaulted on Dec. 15,1978, and give the city money it needs to pay as far as is known, by a UCLA doctor who tried to cure a fatal inherited blood parently had no effect on the disease, called beta thalassemia major.
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FRIDAY
4 - 7:30 p.m.

Cod Dinner
All You Can Eat

$

AQ

3

T

Includes
Salad Bar

Op.n lu.I. thru Sal. Ill 7: JO
Sun. I Man. Ill 1

^L.
Corner of S Mom i Clough

Downtown Bowlmg Green

FALCON
FRENZY

AMAZING! FIRST SHOWING!
The Quasar Information Processor'" (HC20OOR«)
4. OMk«

Bring a date to Dinner on Sat., Oct 18

THANKS s SRRCIRS

from 7:00 - 8:45 pm in the Side Door
$5.00/person includes:
Menu
Chicken breast supreme w/clear supreme sauce
served over spiced rice
Baked Ham with Pineapple Ring
and
Julienne carrots Buttered peas
Buttered Roll
Salad w/choice of dressing
Coffee, tea or milk
Coconut Cream Pie or Boston Cream Pie

Can be used for education, information, communication, and pure entertainment. It accepts up to three memory capsules which can be programmed for
various applications such as language translation, nutrition and calorie
guides, wine selection and bartending guides.

Local Entertainment Featured

SEE IT AT:

63
Hi

4

Reservations are recommended
Homecoming Hotline 2-2638

FRANK SALES, INC., TV & APPLIANCES
891 S. Main

Notlonol Chinese Opera Theater
Thurs., Oct. 23. 1980
in the Relds
The Minnesota Orchestra
The Royal Ballet of Flanders
Fri„ March 6, 1961
Gewand haus Orchestra of Leipzig
Mon., March 30, 1981
Full-time students receive a
50% season discount!
Season tickets begin at 12.50.
For more information, phone the
Museum ot (419) 255-8000

ALPHA XI DELTA
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
OUR 1980 FALL
PLEDGE CLASS
Belinda Alfrey
Monika Berberich
Cindy Berry
Cindy Brinkman
Sue Craft
Mindy Crispin
Carrie Crouse
Lori Fazio
Kelly Frease
Lee Ginder
Debi Gruber
Dana Hall
Connie Halter
Carlye Hill

Andrea Lessig
Lynda Meyer
Nancy Myers
Jackie Morehart
Kolby Neidhardt
Rhonda Pate
Susan Peirce
Roberta Schater
Heidi Schnaterbeck
Jean Shanklin
Christina Smith
Julie Taggart
Jennifer Weil
Julie Wood

STOP RUINING
RECORDS!
SALE ON NEW

'6 months same as cash"
■COUPON

■COUPON-

PERISTYLE CONCERT SERIES
THE TOLEDO MUSEUM OF ART

m&

WARNING'
Used Needle Tip
Looks Lrh. TNl
Worn Point Distorts WuSiC
Damages Record Groove

DIAMOND ,Afe
WITH THIS COUPON

COUPON-

"But tl my other records play O.Kj"

PHONOGRAPH NEEDIES

5.00 off

352-1664

New Needle Tip
Looks Llfcff This
Ball Point Glidi'S Smoothly
Gives Best Per lor mantes

It your player skips on a Nf M
indicates ihat yow need to replace yc.
needle Do it NOW to pro'ect your preciows
records Irom further damage

128 N. MAIN &
E. rYOOSTER ST.

HOW OLD IS YOUR NEDlf?
The lite of a needle tip can best be measured <n
PLAYING HOUBS An LP 'ocord play* about
70 minutes o* One third ol an hour per side
A synthetic Sapphire (better than natural
sapphire) is oood tor about 80 hours A
PFANSTIEHL Oiamond T.p is oood tor 400 to
600 hours play

3.00 off
WITH THIS COUPON
GOOD THRU
Oct. 25, 1980

We specialize in fashions for the well dressed junior!

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

THE HOMECOMING
ART SHOW
When?

October 17, 18, 19

Where?
Commuter Center
Dosement of Moseley Holl
Time ?

Fridoy

8:30-

Same Day Service

352-703I

m

RULES AND ENTRY
Blanks available NOW!
—In the
Commuter Center office

Junior
Skirts

Junior Sherpa

Jackets
SnuGJ* up i" trwsa D*u*"
ihtrwjKMB Crtim*
mlvai Su«S-M i
Regular 13." *ndlW

\ 25% Off

s

29.99

■11-11IU|

.SHOP HOUtfs S 00 i JO M F
l«53 K8AMCBHOA0
BOWLINb frffCCN.OMIO

»»*»•»»» f*»t»**t»t**»t**»****t4*»4*»»»*»*»»»*»»*'

105 S. Main Street
HOURS:

Mon. Tues. Wed. & Sat 10-5:30
COLLEGE NIGHT THURS 6:30-9:00

4

&

Often Available -Phone First

Soturdoy 10-2 6 4-8
Sunday 10:00-noon

TURN IN ARTWORK
from Oct. 15-16

k

Come in and get acquainted!

353-9802
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UAO Coffeehouse
will offer variety
of entertainment

The University Activities Organization Coffeehouse
is changing its image this year.
Dave Anderson, Coffeehouse director, said most
people picture a coffeehouse as being "a room filled
with heavy smoke, with someone playing a guitar."
But this year, Coffeehouse hopes to attract a wider
variety of entertainment, such as comedians, dancers
and mime performers, as well as traditional musicians and guitar players.
The Coffeehouse season opens today at 8 p.m. with
Bob Miller, a folk singer who plays guitar and harmonica. It will be Miller's first appearance at the
University.
Beth Hoobler, a Bowling Green resident, will be
featured Friday, Oct. 17, at 8 p.m. The following
weekend will feature Michael Spiro.
UAO is setting up tentative dates for Charlie Weiner
and Jim Ballard.
The annual local talent night will be held Oct. 30 and
31. Anyone interested in performing can audition Oct.
20. Contact UAO for further details.

4 Days only Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun. Oct. 9,10,11,12

October Discounts

SGA_

from page t

DIAL-A-RTDE will be started again Monday.
Students who can give or wish to receive a ride can call
372-0029 and a match-up will be arranged.
Other projects discussed for the year include a food
co-op, which would enable students to buy food at a
lower cost.
Under further investigation will be the SGA sponsorship of a credit card which would permit students to
purchase items from local businesses at percentage
discounts.
SGA meetings will be held every other week, at 7:15
p.m. in the Assembly Room at McFall Center.

Decorator
Lamps
A beautiful selection, at
our super discount Idea
lime to brighten your
decor and save

•JrVV
J Pepsi - Diet Pepsi
L Mountain Dew
Sunkist • Team
Hires Root Beer

Jmt AM Hoi Water

1

Versatile Wicker Baskets
Outstanding collection. Many
shapes and sizes for serving,
storing or smart wall accents.

HERSHEY S
HOT COCOA MIX

$1.67

y

2 Liter Size

OUR
PRICE

/lflC
"flO

fk«. ol 1*0

At IMII in oor t.o..
Sorry no raln<h«<t>t

96'
REFRESH

PAPER NAPKINS

■■■■ 0%-W*
^M ^p^p
| EACH

PLANTER WHS SAUCER
4"
Dla.

197

r

Mo.
4"
D4o.

o»i

High tired glared stoneware in
assorted colors ond sizes.
Sorry, No Rolnchocht
Al Loot! 20 r.t Storo

Choo»« from • wid« yO't«ty
Sorry No lolncfcocfci
At LOOM 1M rW Star*

TOUT
1IZEI

AW ^m _i

WHAT CAN YOU DRAW FROM THE WELL?"
People. Pamphlet* ana" Program* to Promote
Healthier Lifettylet on a petionnl or group bam.

limit 7

WHO CAN GO TO
S10 VI !•» ■ STOTHM
til So.
1 H.,or>

68'

RfOULAR »5.tf
14-OZ. •OTTU
Pur* vegetable oil.

Murphq's
MART

THE WELL?

"The Well" it for TO*, the iluiirnli nwi it run b%

Two-ply.
IIMIT 1

LWII
4-Pedi feRet

IIMIT 1
IISMM

1080 SOUTH MAIN, BOWLING GREEN

22" stand with 11"
basket. Walnut, rust
or natural colors.

WOSS RIANT STAND

trained Vniwetmitr Peer Hemllk 4dri$art amrl Educator*.

WHERE IS THE WELL?

.

"Thr Well" U lotmlrtl in Roam 1211 «"i the moml Jliwr
Walnut-look finish. 20-3 4
Sorry. No Rointhotk.
At lams 42 Per Star*

.„., „.. .„ DAILY 10:00-10:00
STORE HOURS: SUN. 11:00-6:00

high.

•/ Inr I'mirrrMllr Hrmllm Srrrirri ItulMi.j

Drop in and Browse or Call: M2-OM)2
FREE!
Hours 1-5 M-F
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Rushing
for
Sisterhood
Rushee Karen Kampe wails in her dorm room lor either a regret or a bid Irom a sorority on
pledge day.

Alpha Phi Terre Root reacts with Joy on linding her rushee Kelly Sramek is now her "sister
by Gary Benz

Tl

staff reporter

here was a scene in the movie "The One and Only" that
showed a fraternity man at the doorsteps of a sorority
house, dropping-off his girlfriend after a date.
The man pleaded with his date to let him in the house, but
decorum dictated that men do not enter sorority houses after
hours.
Tradition played a key part in that scene. And although that
scene may be outdated by today's standards, much of the rituals
and principles of sorority life have remained virtually intact
since sororities began.
One such tradition is rush. And sorority women at the University conduct rush in the best spirit of tradition.
Unlike the less-traditional fraternity men, sororities run formal
rush.
For example, when a man wants to rush, he simply goes to any
fraternity he wants. But when a woman wants to rush a sorority,
she first must visit each house. This starts a somewhat peculiar,
often grueling process.
The first parties, which every girl going through rush must attend, are little more than public relations. Women find out what
sororities are about, and the sororities find out what the rushees
are about.
The next step, commonly called second parties, is more intense. It is by invitation only, and it is here that the sororities put
the rush job on the rushees. Houses are decorated, songs are sung
and scrutiny becomes the order of the day.
But after second parties comes the most grueling test, formal
desserts. Again, invitation only. Here, the sorority women and the
rushees discuss the values of a particular sorority, and the attributes of sorority life in general.
But where formal desserts are grueling, the final step-pledgeday-is nerve-racking. On that day, a rushee fills out a form
listing up to six sororities to which she would like to pledge.
Likewise, the sororities make lists of women they would like in
their sororities.
The lists then are matched (bid-matching) under the direction
of the Panhellenic adviser. Lists of the rushees and those houses
to which they have been matched then are given to the sororities.
Formal bids are made out and delivered to the waiting rushees.
But if a woman's preferences do not coincide with sorority's,
then she is sent a regret (a rejection slip).
Either way, the process is over. Some enter the bond, and
others must wait until open rush in the spring or formal rush next
fall.

Alpha Gamma Delta's Sue Tomasko at
formal desserts.

Alpha Phi sister Ann Rinehart and pledge Chris Bowers embrace after
Bowers received her sorority T-shirt.

Photos by Scott Keeler

Slaters and rushees of the Alpha XI Delta house participate In the second party song circle in which sisterhood and the
name of the sorority are etched In the minds of the rushees.
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Profs receive grant from legislature
for Ohio energy conservation survey
The Ohio Legislature recently showshow
ed its concern about Ohioans' use of
energy by allocating $31,000 to an
energy conservation survey to be done
by three members of the University
sociology department.
Arthur Neal, H. Theodore Groat and
Jerry Wicks received the grant after
sending their proposal for the project
to the Ohio Board of Regents. The
survey will be used to help the state
legislature determine what energy
policies would be appropriate in Ohio,
and will take a year to complete.
The question to be asked of 1,200
Wood and Lucas County residents are
designed to be specific.
"For instance, when we ask about

transportation, home
transportation, we must find out how energy, but transportatior
many cars the family has, whether heating and electricity use are the
the cars have four- or six-cylinder areas of greatest interest.
Other projects on energy have been
engines, how many trips they take a
year, and how many miles a week done at various Ohio universities, but
according to Groat and Neal, nothing
they drive," Groat said.
of this type has been attempted
Social class, individual lifestyles before.
and family composition also are imPart time interviewers must be
portant factors. "We want to find out trained and the data be translated and
if the number of children or teenagers put into computers for analysis.
increases energy use," Neal said.
Students, particulary graduate
Attitudes toward energy are impor- students, will be used to help
tant factors as well, and questions whenever possible.
"We have worked together for a
concerning this area also will be asked, such as whether residents believe long time and dozens of students have
been used on similar projects in the
there actually is an energy crisis.
The project concerns all types of past," Groat said.
FALCON HOUSE DOILAR

£*••**•••••••*******,$

i CHARITY BOARD J

$

J NEEDS NEW MEMBERS J
i APPLICATIONS CAN BE PICKED }
* UP AT 405 STUDENT SERVICES*
{ AND MUST BE RETURNED BY }
J
OCTOBER 10
*

MOFF
Any shirt or pair of jeans
at the FALCON House

$

Classifieds
CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION
To
place
a
classified ad, come to
106 University Hall
between 8-5, Monday
thru Friday.
Under the new
policy, all individual
classifieds must be
prepaid. The deadline
for placing ads if 3
p.m., 2 days before
publication.
Charge per Insertion
•30 cents per line,
per day
•3 line minimumapprox. 25 spaces a
line
• Boldface 50 cents
extra
Phone 372-2601 for
further information.
LOST A FOUND.
Lost set o* 3 keys on "Las Cruces
New Mexico"leather key chain
(turtle on one side.) Lost Sat
nlte. Please call 372 4000 or
372 1105,

904 E. WOOSTER

%

SERVICES OFFERED
BRING THIS COUPON 10-9 to 10-11

Parties Parties Parties
Now at Longbranch Saloon lor
your private roundup. Call Scott

Thanks Alpha Phi's tor help with
rush The Brothers of Lambda
Chi Alpha

Rush Rush Rush
Lll Slsses ot Alpha Sigma Phi.
Oct. 7 8, 97:309:30pm. Don't

"Keep Smlllng—ln Clevelend"

Alpha Xis 8. Phi Psi's. Friday's
coming! It's oh so near. We'll
ride the hay & drink the beer
We'll dance all night in the
harvest air, but it'll only be fun,
it you're all there bros of TKE

mitt I"

Phi Mu. anywhere or anyway, or
even down & In the hay. The Kap

Live music tonite. Kenny Reeves
at AEPi House. Bring your
cowboy hat. Ladles Welcome,
•pm.
Phi Mus: The Washboard Band
was really great. There can't be
many that come close to your
rate. Raves are coming Irom
across the land, cause you really
have to be a Number 1 band. The
Men of Sigma Nu.
Scuba classes now forming. Call
the Rec Center 2 2711.
Need to hire sound system and
experienced operator. Call Roy
352 24*6
Schmigmas. Be prepared
dominate in Fall sports

to

Women Runners* Stop in The
Falcon House to try our snorts &
singlets made lor the female
figure

with the Saturday
Night
Feature 50s style WFAL 680 the
AM that isn't.

Scuba clases now forming. Call
The Rec Center 2 2711

To the Wild Bunch of Ridge
Manor No. 10 (Karen.
Kris,
Donna a, Mona) 'hanks for let
ting me "peg" you right this
weekend. Your favorite name
torgetter.

RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA
TONIGHT 7:309:10
RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA.

RADOI DADO! RAOOI
I'm totally psyched that you're
entering adultville! I No donuts
today! Love, Waula.

DZ's, It's great being your Mom!
Love, Sally

soles or arch supports. Falcon
House. 904 E. Wooster.
Gammers: We were all ready for
a great night of cheer, cause the
Wizards of Alpha Gam were
known to be near. Your pertor
mance was outstanding without
-forther-eettr eare/thy would* be '
proud, & Tofo too. Thanks for a
job well done. The Men of Sigma
NU.

We won tug spirit, the Alpha Xi's
are tops, we're really psyched
now. 8, we can't be stopped! XI
SPIRIT!

Social Work Club Meets Monday.
730pm 111 B A Open to all Interested persons.

Scuba classes now forming. Call
The Rec Center 2 2711.

Feet hurt after racquetball, ten
nis or running? Try Spenco in

Recruits Thanks for the entertainment Sunday night 8. good
luck with your season. We hope
you play hockey better than you
Una! Love, The Chi Q'i.

What are you doing Saturday
night Irom 12:002:00am? BOP

to avoid being shut out 8, please
specify X mas banquet.

Linda K. Happy 21st. You've
waited awhile, but now you can
smile. It's finally here. No more
32 beer. We wlsn ya the BEST!
LOVE, Ruth a. Swan.

The Alphs Xi's congratulate their
great Theta Chi Sorority Review
dancers lor winning first place!
Great going! Love, Your Sisters.

VIP VIP VIP VIP VIP
VIP VIP VIP VIP VIP

PERSONAL*

tea or formal. Call Tim at 2 5847

The Kappa Sigma Lll Slsses
would like to welcome the
brothers back. Get Psyched for
another great fear\ Love. The
Stardusters. (Better late than
never IJ

Girls! Get ready for Kappa
Sigma Lil Sis Rush!! Party with

EXPERT TYPING
REASONABLE RATES.
352 7305,

Need a sound system tor a party,

Lambda Chi Alpha rush Thurs
day at N E Commons. 7:30pm.
All interested men welcomed.

Females, tonight is your last
chance to attend Little Sis rush at
the Alpha Sigma Phi House The
brothers are anxiously waiting to
make your acquaintance so don't
miss it Be there! 7:30-9:30.

Make your reservations now for
your Dept x mas Banquet. The
BGSU Student union is now ac
cepting reservations for X-mas
banquets We still have plenty of
banquet rooms avail, from
Dec 8 Dec 21. Make reserve
tions by calling 37? 7241. Call now

352 5713,

Alpha Xis, Phi Psi's TheTKE's
are ready for a real HAY DAY!
We hope you're as ready as we
•re.

MusicMusicMusicMusic Music
Denny reeves at APE HOUSE
Country 8, Western 9 Tonite.

Customiied TShirts,jerseys 8,
sportswear. Group rates tor date
parties, dorms, fraternity &
sorority.
Low
Cost Fast
Delivery Call Tim 352 2769
SIGN UP TODAY
The Key wants YOU in the 1981
Senior Section Call 372 0OM lor
oppt'
LOVE. KEY STAFF.
Scuba classes now forming. Call
The Rec Center 2 2 711
East Court Sportswear. The pro
fessionals for all imprinted
Sportswear 8> custom screen
printing. Wffl priirf on any aurlace. We .njeJ'Cuirv frepMes-OT
plaques! We have LOW LOW
prices 8. quick courteous service!
117 E Court St. 35? 1097

the Brothers Mon
Oct
13
Tues. Oct. 14 See you there]

8.

Tekes 8. Phi Psi's The Alpha Xi's
are ready tor some kind of tun
Friday. Get psyched tor a great
action hayride!
All interested women come to
Little Sis Rush lor Delta Upsilon
Fraternity. Old Frat Row. Thurs.
Oct 9 8. 16, 7 309:30
Congratulations Lisa Cotlman
tor being selected tor Orientation
Board. Love, The Alpha Xi's
Runners World Magazine Oct.
shoe issue now at the Falcon
House. 904 E. Wooster.

Scuba classes now forming. Call
The Rec Center 2 2711.

pa Sigs are Psyched for you.
Runners world Magazine-Oct.
shoe issue now at The Falcon
House. 904 6. Wooster.
Slg Eps Thanks for a super tea
Friday I The AltUsa Xl'i.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO VOU,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU.
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY DEAR
RADO. RADO RADO-HAPPY
BIRTHDAY TO YOU. WE LOVE
YOU!' BG NEWS STAFF.
Start your day out right wake up
to WFAL good news, good music
good morning!! WFAL 600AM
the AM that Isn't,
The Sisters ot Alpha Xi Delta
wish to congratulate our newly
engaged sisters & their fiances:
Mary Die Die 8. Phil Marrow, Jonl
Embrescia & Greg While. Kelly
Emrlck 8, Mark Henderlong. Clndy Grant & Dave Jaeger. Best
wishes! Love, Your Sisters.
WANTED
Refrigerator 2>/> 4 cu.
3721972. Barry.

ft. Call

Building to store compact car on
pt. time basis In BG area. Call
352 2832 alter S:45pm.
TO BUY: 419.50 tickets for Rich
Little Call Chip 352 7325.
Grad student looking for apt.
Needs quiet. Call 372 2576 exf. 17
btwn. 1:30 2:30-M.Frl.
HBLP WANTED
Kitchen staff. Must be avail.
Irom 3 9pm. Apply in person.
Corner _K itchen. 113 S. Main.
HIRING RN'SdLPN'Sfullorpt.
time. 3 II 8. 11 7. Call Wood
County Nursing Home for further
details. 353.1411.
Dixie Electric Co. needs
waitresses & cashiers for Fall
Otr Call 874DM9 for Info., or app
ly at Dlxla.
interested In Geriatric Nursing?
Why not the Community Nursing
Home. Applications taken for pt.
8. full time. 3 11 8, 117. 850 W.

FASHION BUG

Poe. 352 7551.

Have you been bugged yet?
Come over to Fashion Bug.

OVERSEAS
JOBS
Summer/year round Europe. S.
Amer . Australia. Asla.AII lields
S500SI200 monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Free Info.
Write- IJC Box 520H3. Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625,

To whoever took my cowboy hat
Sat. night from Kohl Hall party,
please return it!! No questions
asked. White straw with brown &
tan band Return to Mac East
Main Desk

PORSALB
The Brothers of Beta Theta PI
congratulate Darlene Bilas on
her engagement with Bob Johns.
Good Luck Beta Sweetheart
Kappa Sigs, Phi Mu's, Hay 8,
SudsiWe can't wait til we're back
in our western duds. Thanks lor a
great time! See you at the warm
up tonight Love, The Phi Mu's.
Afptia Phi Pledger The-active
sisters are anxious to take a III' I!
Get psyched! Alpha Phi love
always, the actives.

'74 Bulck Apollo 2 door Excell
Cond. 1st tl.500 takes. 354 1383.
Ask for Brian.
__^
Compact Refrlg. 1.5 cu. ft. 1 yr.
old. S110 cash or money order.
Call 352-6*75.
PREE a mo. F. kitten has all
shots 8. well trained. Call
3527348. ,
'62 Ford Falrlane For Sale. 1450.
352 6093.
Green Colonial Sofa. In very good
cond. J50. 686 6084 Will Deliver

AGORA
3415 Dorr
f
live Rock 'n Roll
Wednesday cover with
college I.D.
•25/.50 nite
c
Thursday - 50 nite
Friday &
Saturday - admission % with
college I.D.
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BG aims to improve
score at MAIAW meet
Hopefully the sun will be shining this weekend when Bowling Green's
women's golf team travels to the University of Illinois to compete in the
MAI AW Championships.
Last weekend, the Falcons finished 10th out of 17 teams at the Michigan State
Invitational that was called off in the third round because of heavy rain, cold
temperatures and gusting winds.
KRIS MCKELVEY led BG at MSU with rounds of 85 and 79 for 164, a total that
she wasn't exactly pleased with.
"She's to the point where an 85 is not acceptable to her at all," BG coach Janet
Parks said. "She wasn't really very happy with a 79."
Other Falcon scores at East Lansing were Sally Robinson (170), Tammy Hull
(174), Jean Kempf (175), Shelley Dye (178) and Suzanne Brown (202).
PARKS STILL is not sure who will be making the trip to Illinois. McKelvey
and Robinson will be going, but five other players will be vying for the remaining three positions.
"Some of their play has been so erratic that I wouldn't even hazard a guess
(as to who will go to Illinois)," Parks said. "I will make the final decision based
on a qualifying round and past tournament performances."
Parks said she hoped for better weather because "dry weather is
psychologically better. The ball rolls better and the players just feel better
about their game."
OHIO STATE is the favorite this weekend at the MAIAW championship, but
Northern Illinois and Marshall are among those expected to give the Buckeyes
a run for the money.
"We were seventh last year and we would like to do at least that well," Parks
said.

Sports briefs

IM notes

Softball try outs will be held at 6:30
p.m. Oct. 15 in 302 South gym. Practice begins Oct. 19 at 4 p.m. on the
softball field for returning players.
There will be an organizational
meeting for anyone interested in
playing women's lacrosse this spring
at 4:30 p.m. Oct. 13 in 202 Memorial
Hall.

MAC football statistics
TOTAL OFFENSE

VPG.

RUSHING OFFINSE

YPG.

PASSING OFFENSE

YPG.

RUSHING

YPG.

Ohio
Miami
Western Michigan
Central Michigan
Toledo
Northern Illinois
Bowling Green
Ball State
Eastern Michigan
Kent State

364
360.1
356
339.2
292.5
289.6

Western Michigan
Central Michigan
Miami
Toledo
Ohio
Toledo
Bowling Green
Ball State
Northern Illinois
Kent State
Eastern Michigan

260.4
241.2
224.3
210
217
210.5
186
166.4
161.4
119.5
66

Ohio
Eastern Michigan
Miami
Northern Illinois
Ball State
Central Michigan
Western Michigan
Bowling Green
Kent State
Toledo

147
142.3
135.8
128.2
106.8
98
95.6
95.4
86.7
82

Darryl Tucker (CMU)
Trjrty Carila (OU)
Bryant Jones (BG)
Willie Todd (CMU)
Larry Caper (WMU)

111.6
94.5
82.6
82
80

TOTAL OFFENSE
INDIVIDUAL

YPG.

Sam Shon (OU)
Chuck Hauk (MU)
Scott Davis (EMU)
Darryl Tucker (C M U)
Tom George (WMU)

173
139
123.3
11.6
107.6

PUNTING

AVG.

Alton Laupp (WMU)
Rich Hanschu (EMU)
Dan Segrist (OU)
Mark O'Connell (BSU)
Jeff Higgins(BG)

43.7
43.5
37.1
36.8
36.5

281.4
273.2
228.3

206.3

TOTAL DEFENSE

YPG.

RUSHING DEFENSE

YPG.

PASSING DEFENSE

YPG.

Western Michigan
Ohio

267.4
289.8
292.7
297.6
307.6
311.4
315.8
323.3
362.5
477.5

Bowling Green
Ohio
Western Michigan
Northern Illinois
Toledo
Central Michigan
Ball State
Miami
Kent State
Eastern Michigan

123.4
136
163.4
180.4
188
190
214.6
224.3
268.3
306.8

Kent State
Ball State
Western Michigan
Toledo
Central Michigan
Northern Illinois
Miami
Ohio
Eastern Michigan
Bowling Green

55
101.2
104
104.8
107.6
131
138.3
152.8
170.8
184.2

Toledo
Central Michigan
Bowling Green
Northern Illinois
Ball State
Kent State
Miami
Eastern Michigan

INSTEP

Keep informed.. 4
Read The News

Entry forms for fraternity hockey
and the all-campus golf and cross
country meets are available at the
IM office, 201 Memorial Hall. Applications are due Oct. 14. The golf
tournament will be held Oct 17,
while the cross country meet will be
held Oct. 16.

STUDENT SIGHT SPECIAL
fVERT THURSDAY!!
All

STUDINTS

HELD OVER . . . 2ND WEEK
EVENINGS AT 7:30(9:20
GUESS WHO HAS MADE
ANOTHER MOVIE? .
GEORGE BURNS IN
"OH GOD! BOOK II" (PG)

BEER BLAST
SATURDAY
OCTOBER 11
SPONSORED
BY ROYAL GREEN

8:00 P.M. MIDNIGHT

NE COMMONS
EXPERIENCED
LEADER AND ADMINISTRATOR
• Employed as Business Administrator for The Toledo
Museum of Art
• More than 20 years experience in business,
budgeting and financial management
• Elected to Perrysburg City Council for four years
• Served as Perrysburg City Council President for two
years
• Served in U.S. Marine Corps for 22 years. 15 years
as an officer

Put his professional administrative ability to work for you

SAM HUNTER
Republican for

WOOD COUNTY COMMISSIONER
Hunter for Commissioner Committee. 883 Bexley Dr., Perrysburg 43551
Don Fraser. Don Loss. Bob Stelnecker. Mary DeCessna

$1.00

MARCH OF DIMES 1980 Nab
Poster Child Betsy Butch represents more than 250 000 babies
born annually with birth defects
Betsy. 6 bom Slone Mountain.
Qa .was born with webbed lingers
and a malformed nqht leg She
has had 14 operations to correct
both problems

2ND SMASH WEEK>
EVENINGS AT 7:30 & 9:20
BEYOND TIME ITSELF!
CHRISTOPHER REEVE
AND JANE SEYMOUR IN
"SOMEWHERE IN TIME"
(PG)

Slop Smoking
NOW
ThruHypnocit!
B.Q. Weight and
Smoking Control
352-8777

ENDS TONIGHT' "FAME"
AT 7 30 1 9:40 P.M.
- STARTS FRIDAY —
"THE FIENDISH PLOT
OF FU MANCHU" (PG)

HOMECOMING IS:
•FLOATS
•BANNERS

.

'Clip & Save1

ALL-SPORTS PASS
EXCHANGE DATES
Hockey

OPPONENT
Michigan
Miami
Notre Dame
Boston College
New Hampshire
Western Michigan
Western Ontario
Lake Superior
Ferris State
Ohio State
Miami
Northern Michigan

EXCHANGE DATES
Oct. 13 & 14
Oct. 16 4 17
Oct. 29 * 30
Nov. 344
Nov. 10 & 11
Nov. 17 * 18
Dec. 8&£
Jan. 5 4 6
Jan. 19 4 20
Feb. 9 4 10
Feb. 18 4 19
Feb. 23 4 24

PLAYING DATE(S)
Oct. 17
Oct. 22
Nov. 4
Nov. 7 4 8
Nov. 14 4 15
Nov. 21 4 22
Dec. 13
Jan. 9 4 10
Jan. 23 4 24
Feb. 13 4 14
Feb. 24
Feb. 27 4 28

Basketball
Findlay
Cornell
Capital
Wooster
Mississippi
Western Michigan
Central Michigan
Northern Illinois
Toledo
Ball State
Ohio University
Eastern Michigan
Kent State

ip & Save.

'PARTIES
•FRIENDS

'Clip & Save"

Nov. 24 4 25
DM. 2 43
DM. 2 43
Dec. 10 4 11
Dec. 10 411
Jan. 5 4 6
Jan. 12 4 13
Jan. 15 4 16
Jan. 22 4 23
Jan. 29 4 30
Feb. 546
Feb. 16 4 17
Feb. 23 4 24

Dec. 1
Dec. 8
Dec. 9
Dec. 16
Dec. 17
Jan. 10
Jan. 17
Jan. 21
Jan. 28
Feb. 4
Feb. 11
Feb. 21
Feb. 28

& Save—

Brookdale Stables

•BGSU MARCHING BAND
•FIRESTONE SKY DIVERS

FALCON FRENZY!

HOMECOMING TICKETS FOR TM[ OCT. 18th CAMI
AGAINST KENT ARE AVAILABLE NOW. DON'T WAIT
UNTIL GAME DAV TO PURCHASE TICKETS FOR YOU
AND YOUR DATE. LINES AT ALL TICKET BOOTHS
ON GAME DAY WILL BE LONG! AVOID ANY DELAYS
BY GETTING TICKETSIOJJAX THE MEMORIAL HALL
TICKET OFFICE IS OPENDAILY FROM 9A.M.-SP.M.

BE THERE FOR
FALCON FRENZY!

655-2193

Public Trail Riding
English & Western
Lessons
Boarding
Hay Rides
Party Facilities

Exit Cygnet Exit 171 From I-75 Drive West To
2nd Crossroad Turn South (Mitchell IXd)
Next Crossroad Is Freymon Rd
Turn East G Continue 200 Yds
14810 FREYMAN IXD. - CYGNET
•BGSU classes available lor credit and non-credit for*
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

HOCKEY EXHIBITION!
THE OUTPOST'S
GRAND OPENING
VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS

General Information
Meeting
7:30 pm State Room

University Union

GET INVOLVED WITH:
• Adopt o Grandparent

SALE

BGSU ICE ARENA

& CELEBRATION
October 9 thin 11

10—8 DAILY

OfMl Sarlaes on Man's shins by PANHANOLE
SLIM t LEVI
Man's Chambray 4 Assorted prim shirts
fpacUUy price* at MM
f 10 OFr any pair ol Man's or
Ladies Boots in stock
Fill T—Shirts tor the 1st 50 customers
with any $10 purchase
e»e fca ■■« nelilii tea mmt Onmi Opeayatf Prieea
1st prize $100 gift certificate
2nd prize $75 gift certificate
3rd prize $50 gift certificate

• Campus Sisters
• Sunshine Children's Home
• Special Projects

BGSU vs. VAXJO (Sweden)
OCT. 14th 7:30 p.m.

181 VaS. Mala BO

354-1404

ALL SEATS GENEML ADMSSKM
AIULTS
an
STIJWTS.
S2M
(Mi SPORTS P*SS NOT VM.R9 FOR TMS GWE)
TICKETS MULAME AT THE BGSU KMORUL Mil
TICKET OFFICE OPEN DALY 9-5

BE THERE!
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Sports.
Theophilus' goal sends BG kickers over Wooster
by Ken Koppel
staff reporter

Baltimore Orioles Manager Earl
Weaver has often said that in order to
be a winner you have to play even with
the teams of equal strength to yours,
and beat those in the second division.
Bowling Green's soccer team has
played consistently against the better
squads this year. Yesterday, they
fulfilled the latter portion of Weaver's
philosphy.
Bob Theophilus took control of a
loose ball and fired it in the goal with

less than 14 minutes remaining in the
game, giving the Falcons 2-1 victory
over Wooster at Mickey Cochrane
Field.
THE HEROICS evened BG's record
at 3-3 at the expense of a struggling
Fighting Scot squad, which has won
just two of their 12 matches. However,
BG coach Gary Palmisano contends
Wooster is not as bad as its 2-9-1 mark
indicates.

games that they lost have been close
matches. They're lacking maybe one
or two players to take charge for
them."

The Scots appeared as if they were
going to take charge of the match in
the latter part of the first half. Behind
1-0, senior Rob Wheatcroft took a pass
from Steve Goodwin on an indirect
kick and lofted the ball over Falcon
goalkeeper Joe Koury to knot the
"They're a better team than what score at 37:16.
Wooster applied
pressure
their records states," Palmisano said.
"They played even with us today. The throughout the remaining minutes of

the half, but lost whatever advantage corner of the net past a diving keeper
they had following the 10-minute inter- Todd Drenner for the game winner.
"We were flat," Palmisano said of
mission.
his team's performance. "We didn't
BOTH SQUADS emerged from the play very well. This is really the first
sidelines and played lethargically. game we've played poorly all season,
BG, which gots its initial goal from and we won.
Don Popp (his fourth of the year),
"Anytime you don't play very well
came to life prior to Theophilus' third and you come out with a win, it shows
goal of the season.
some character of your team and as
Theophilus, on the end of a Falcon individuals."
rush, took possession of the ball after
Palmisano attributed part of BG's
it glanced off a Wooster player. Drib- problems to the fact he gave them a
bling momentarily, he rammed the day off from practice Monday, followball past two Scots, into the lower left ing completion of last weekend's

Akron tournament. He pointed out,
however, that the Falcons' lack of aggresiveness should not be present for
the squad's next match.
If BG is as flat against Northern Illinois, Saturday, as they were yesterday, the Falcons could very well be on
the short end of the final score, he
said.
Despite the Falcons' relatively poor
showing, they still managed to even
their lifetime record with the Scots at
8-8. Wooster has been on The Falcons'
schedule since BG initiated its soccer
program in 1965.

Falcon bad boy Valentine
uses football as outlet
by Pat Kennedy
assistant sports editor

staff photo by Mark Oberst
BG middle guard Craig Valentine goes through a drill in practice. Valentine is second on the
team in total tackles with 37. He has 23 solo and 14 assists.

If Hollywood could resurrect Barry Fitzgerald Bing
Crosby and Spencer Tracy for sequels of "Going My
Way" and "Boys Town," an invitation could go out to BG
nose tackle Craig Valentine to play one of the parts as a
troubled teenager.
Valentine, by his own admission, was no saint as a teen.
He was convinced that he needed no help in handling his
own life. He would stay out late and often got into trouble.
But sports and the independence he found at college
changed him for the better.
"I'm a free spirit," the 6-0, 208-pound senior said.
"When I was 16,1 was too big for my britches. I resented
anybody telling me what to do. At one time I hated my
parents. I wanted my independence and I felt they
weren't giving it to me. Everybody goes through that
stage.
"I got to college, I got my independence and I looked
back at how valuable they (his parents) were to me. I felt
kind of bad. Playing football is one of my most available
means of paying them back. I can make them proud of
me. I get off on making them happy now."
While a student at Kettering Alter High School near
Dayton, Valentine, one of Falcons-' tri-captains this
season, participated in football, swimming, baseball and
wrestling as an outlet for his energy. He also served as a
captain for the football and wrestling teams and said his
"lifestyle" influenced his style of leadership in college.
"I like to do things, not sit back," Valentine said. "I
like to make things happen, which is why I think our
defense is doing good - we're attacking. This year we're
making things happen, we're taking charge. The thing I
like best (about being a tri-captain) is that now I have an
input into the team's attitude. Before, being a freshman
or sophomore, it wasn't my place to see to it.
"Now I'm more or less a spokesman for the seniors. Instead of sitting back, we can take control and do with the
team what we want."
Valentine said that being elected tri-captain was a "self
satisfying" reward, but he said he also takes responsibilities for the team.
"When we lose I take it more personally," he said.
"What could I have done better in the lockerroom or on
the field? It was really hard after those four losses. The
third week I was at a crisis stage. I was taking it too personally."

BG coach Denny Stolz said he thinks Valentine is a
"natural leader."
"He has all of the traits of an outstanding leader," Stolz
said. "He has ability, and he is a real inspiration and a
take charge guy on the field. Craig is a fine student of
football and has worked hard both mentally and physically to be prepared every Saturday."
Two years ago, Valentine suffered a knee injury in
practice and was operated on. The doctor who performed
the surgery told him he may never play again, but Valentine took the news as a challenge. Now he is Bowling
Green's second leading tackier, with 37 total tackles, but
said the injuries and his size have affected his play.
"I've been lucky not to miss a game," Valentine said.
"But I've missed a lot of practices. I hope my luck holds
out the rest of season. I have to play a quickness game
and movement instead of a power game. The coaches
designed it for me and it works out better for the defense.
I still have responsibilities, but I have more freedom (to
move).
"I like being the underdog. People don't expect as
much out of you, but you do more (than they expect).
When I go on the field I know I'm better than that center.
If I'm going into anything, I work harder and prepare better. That's the attitude I have to take."
The operation made Valentine a red shirt, which makes
him eligible to play next season. He said his attitude
toward life will temper his decision concerning next
season.
"It depends on a lot of things - the outcome of the
season, the knees, job interviews," he said. "I take things
day by day and probably won't decide that for a while.
I've got a lot of options - to work on my master's, to take
an extra quarter.
"College ball is fun and it's a good outlet, but I'm using
it as a means to an end. It's getting me an education at
the same time I love doing it. I have no aspiration to play
pro ball. I'm pretty small for even a college lineman. I
don't have the size or the fantastic speed to make it in the
pros."
But when he does get out of football, Valentine said he
will have to again find some kind of outlet for his energy.
"For my own personal survival, I will have to find
something to replace what sports do (now)," he said.
"It's been a year-round thing for me. I don't know if it
(the outlet) will come in the form of a job or if I'll just
take up backgammon. I just take things day by day and I
know I'll find something."

Prudential College Scoreboard ignores MAC scores
Is the Mid-American Conference
considered a major athletic conference? Maybe it is to most people
but apparently not to ABC-TV sports.
For the last few weeks, the MAC has Dave Lewandowski
been ignored on the Prudential Col- sports editor
lege Scoreboard. Bowling Green got a
mention for its 21-20 loss to Kentucky
two weeks ago, but it was because days of Ed Marinaro. Brown plays in
the Ivy League, so that explains why it
Dave Diles had an extra 10 seconds.
The scoreboard show gives the is mentioned every week. ABC has to
results of the major conferences, so give a plug to those schools-many
why not the MAC? If teams like Ap- graduates of which probably work for
palachia State, Lehigh, Brown, Cor- the network.
nell and Salisbury State make the
BUT WHEN was the last time one of
show regularly, the MAC should get those teams were ranked in the top 20
equal billing.
or had a 23-game undefeated streak?
Cornell plays semi-big-time The MAC should get some respect
football-its biggest game each year is from the network as they do from the
against Colgate. The last time the Big non-conference teams they play.
Red had a decent team was in the
The subject has come to the atten-

Lew's views

tion of University President Dr. Hollis
A. Moore Jr., a devoted football fan.
He was saying last week that he was
considering sending Chris Schenkel a
letter voicing his complaint.
My roommate, being the radical
that he is, phoned ABC last Saturday
during the scoreboard show to inquire
why the MAC scores were not listed.
He was told they would take his complaint under advisement. Diles, being
an Ohio University grad, could give
the MAC a plug once in a while.
The call may go unheeded, but it
was a good idea. In fact, we all should
send ABC notes telling them that the
MAC is alive and well and playing
hard-nosed football. If you're tired of
campaigning for one of the presiden-

Gura downs Yanks

Royals grab first AL playoff game
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) -Yankee-killer Larry Gura survived
consecutive record-setting home runs
in the second inning and Frank White,
Willie Mays Aikens and Willie Wilson
delivered two-run hits yesterday,
leading the Kansas City Royals to a
7-2 victory over New York in the opening game of the best-of-five American
League Championship Series.
Gura, an ex-Yankee who has won
his last seven regular-season decisions from his old club, settled down
after surrendering a double in each of
the first three innings, as well as home
runs by Rick Cerone and Lou Pinella
with one out in the second inning. It
was the first time consecutive home

runs had been hit in AL playoff
history.
The veteran left-hander notched his
first victory since Aug. 25 by checking
the Yankees on five singles after the
third inning.
The Royals pounded New York's
Ron Guidry for four runs on five hits
and four walks in the first three innings. White tied the score with a tworun double in the second, Aikens put
the Royals on top 4-2 with a two-run
single in the third and George Brett,
the major league batting champion,
slammed a solo home run off reliever
Ron Davis in the seventh. Wilson
doubled home two unearned runs in
the eighth off Tom Underwood.

The series resumes here tonight
with New York's Rudy May, 15-5, opposing Kansas City's Dennis Leonard,
20-11. A third game will be played in
New York tomorrow night with the
fourth and fifth games, if necessary,
Saturday and Sunday in Yankee
Stadium.
The Royals Stadium crowd of 42,598
was the largest in Kansas City
baseball history.
In the 11 previous AL playoffs, the
winner of the first game has gone on to
the World Series eight times. In losing
the 1976, 1977 and 1978 playoffs to the
Yankees, Kansas City took the opener
only in 1977.

tial candidates or picketing to stop
nuclear energy, this would be the
perfect cause to advocate. Write to
Roone Arledge, ABC-TV, 1330 Avenue
of the Americas, New York, N.Y.
10019. Fred Jacoby thanks you.

and the Olympics are just as elusive. reverse was true on questions about
Many teens have an opinion of sports the Olympics, tennis and hockey.
and how they should be officiated, but
Regionally, Eastern teens scored
it seems that opinion and information
better than teens in other regions of
are separate.
For example, only 55 percent of the country. The findings are based on
teens can name the last Super Bowl telephone interviews with a represenNOTES AND QUOTES... The win- winner (Pittsburgh), and about the tative cross section.
ner of this year's World Series is same number knew Bjorn Borg and
unknown, but the winner of last year's John McEnroe earned their fame as
The results of the survey are surseries is still a mystery to many.
prising.
Competitive and leisure
tennis players.
sports are a big part of a teenagers'
Fewer than four teenagers in 10 can
NOT SURPRISINGLY, boys outper- life and are increasing as the nation is
name the Pittsburgh Pirates as the
becoming more leisure oriented.
1979 victor, according to Gallup Youth formed girls on the survey, with 55 There
general and specialized
Survey. While the nation claims to be percent of males correctly answering sports are
magazines and television
sports crazed, the average young per- four questions, while girls anwered
shows to educate the individual. But it
son's knowledge is surprisingly only 27 percent correctly.
appears that teens are not so much
Some
other
differences
occurred
limited.
between teen subgroups. Black teens concerned with sports professionals
The Gallup pollsters learned that outscored white teens on the questions as the generations before them. How
the top names in football, tennis, golf about basketball and baseball, but the quickly they forget.

Flyers, Penguins open season
by The Associated Press

Can the Philadelphia Flyers
dominate the National Hockey
League's regular season again this
year? Hockey fans will find out
beginning tonight, when the Flyers
entertain Pittsburgh in one of five
games on opening night of the
leagus's 64th campaign.
The Flyers, thanks to a record
35-game unbeaten streak, ran away
and hid from the rest of the NHL during most of the 1979-80 season.
They finished it with 116 points, six
more than Buffalo. Still, the Flyers
weren't completely satisfied with
their accomplishments.
"WE HAD one great regular
season," said Pat Quinn, the NHL's
roach of the year, "but we didn't win

the Stanley Cup. That's how you truly measure your success."
Quinn will take a repeat of the
80-game schedule if not the playoffs
in which Philadelphia lost a sixgame final to the New York
Islanders, who don't get under way
until Saturday. It won't be easy,
especially with the team's leading
scorer, speedy center Ken
Linseman, sidelined for at least six
weeks with a leg fracture.
The Penguins will be coached by
Ed Johnston, who led Chicago to a
14-point improvement last year.
"I'm looking forward to the
challenge with the Penguins," said
Johnston. "We have a solid mix of
veterans and good skating
youngsters and Greg Millen has a lot

of potential in net."
Millen should benefit from the
guidance of Johnston, a former
goaltender.
ELSEWHERE tonight, Calgary
debuts as an NHL city as the
Flames-transported from Atlantahost Quebec; Hartford is at St.
Louis; the New York Rangers are in
Boston and Buffalo visits Chicago.
St Louis enters it's first full
season with Red Berenson as coach.
They also have goalie Mike Liut, a
former Bowling Green player, who
led the NHL in wins last year.
The Bruins' new coach also is a
former team hero-stellar goalie
Gerry Cheevers. His replacements
in the net are Rogie Vachon and U.S.
Olympic star Jim Craig.

